Circles of Light  
(and in the darkness Bentham)

**ACROSS**
1. ALL THAT HAPPENS ...
8. (Who?)
11. Currently the largest hominin
12. Word before "gratia" in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's motto
13. It makes a bridge float on water
14. Baby's high-sided bed
15. Your tag of choice in an online pharmacy after a summer weekend on the lake, possibly
17. Many a deal-sealing acceptance in an app store, we've learned (even if the button says "Buy me!")
20. Supreme Leader of the First Order first seen in "Star Wars: Episode VII"
21. Traditional lyric between "farm" and "O"
22. Not kosher
23. Middle Eastern type of café found in India
25. "Said gentleman fails to be", but in five letters
26. Postponed, especially in U.S. legalese (hint: same two words, though different result in the discontinued "Psychology Today" blog "Getting ___ 60")
28. "And the rest", in abbreviated Latin
29. When "the world is full of light", to Maria and Tony from the Upper West Side
33. Guitarist Chris
34. Popular psychoactive
35. (Who?)
36. ALL THAT HAPPENS ...

**DOWN**
1. (What?)
2. 'Stralian marsupial
3. __-Bru: "Scotland's other national drink"
4. You can get it from sunlight or, alternatively, cod liver oil
5. "You'll Never Walk ___" [cue evil laugh]
6. What tofu makers expect soy milk to do
7. Economist Varoufakis
8. Humans need more than one of these to multiply
9. Legendary hot spot on the last night of April
10. ... MUST BE KNOWN
16. Ministry quick to 17-Across, we've learned
17. ... MUST BE KNOWN
18. Copyright infringers of the Caribbean, e.g.
19. Enthusiastic vote heard from Senator Obama (or across the 2017 Norwegian Nobel Committee)?
24. Tiny pasta in 7-Down's alphabet soup, I'd think
25. Therefore
27. Joule per coulomb
30. Open-source software that was an essential component of Facebook's 2015 rebuild of their "Sigma" mischief identific- ... oh well, just abbreviate "Glasgow Haskell Compiler", will you?
31. Potato gardener's all-purpose tool
32. (What?)

Sharing is caring, but this one goes back to M.S. :) 15 October 2017